Automated 3-dimensional morphologic analysis of sputum specimens for lung cancer detection: Performance characteristics support use in lung cancer screening.
The LuCED Lung Test comprises an automated 3-dimensional morphologic analysis of epithelial cells in sputum. For each cell, 594 morphology-based features are measured to drive algorithmic classifiers that quantitatively assess whether neoplastic cells are present. The current interim clinical study involves sputum samples from patients with known benign and malignant outcomes to assess the feasibility of LuCED as an adjunctive test after suspicious low-dose computed tomography (LDCT) results or as an independent screening test for lung cancer. Sputum samples were fixed, enriched for epithelial cells, and analyzed with a 3-dimensional cell scanner called Cell-CT. Candidate abnormal cells were identified by the classifiers for manual review. The sensitivity, specificity, and negative and positive predictive values were calculated for the detection of neoplastic cases. A total of 91 sputum samples from patients with confirmed lung cancer (49 patients) and patients with no known malignancy (42 patients) were evaluated. After cytology review, sensitivity in the positive group was 91.8%, and specificity was 95.2%. Specificity was not 100% because there were 2 cases in which abnormal cells were identified by the Cell-CT that were confirmed as such at the time of manual cytology review. However, at the time of last follow-up, malignancy had not been detected in these 2 cases. Modeling in a population with a 1% prevalence of lung cancer, the positive and negative predictive values would be 95.4% and 99.9%, respectively. LuCED testing is highly sensitive and specific for the detection of lung cancer and has potential value as an adjunctive test after suspicious LDCT findings or as a primary screening test in which LuCED-positive cases would be triaged to diagnostic CT. Further prospective studies currently are underway to evaluate its full usefulness.